Abstract: Mile numerous reeent studies have been reported on improving stage acoustics for orchestral performs, the preferred acoustical conditions on @orming stages for singers has received limited attention in the past 30 years. A series of acoustical modifications have been proposed for a S=ttle church to improve the acoustics for both the listeners and the performing choir. An investigation is on-going, within the constraints of the etisting acousticrd environment of the church, to determine what direction the amustid modifimtions should take to improve conditions of en-ble and balance among the singers, wtile simultaneously improving the sound field for the audlen~. Aeousticat conditions have been modified both by adding temporq reflecting panels and introducing sirmdated reflections with strategically Ioeated Ioud@ers,
INTRODUCTION
A series of acoustical studies are now under way at a Seattle church, hti to prepare recommendations for permanent improvements to the current acoustical conditions for the church choir and dso as a pilot investigation for a planned series of laboratory simtiation e~riments to investigate singer's preferences over a Ml range of acoustical environments. This preliminary investigation seeks to determine the det-bility and preferred energy level of early reflections, Singer/subjects will evaluate subjective preference for paird acousticrd conditions while performing as a soloist, in small ensembles, and in a Ml choir, This study will be used to determine fiture procdures for training singers in later studies with totily simulated sound fields. The retits of these preliminary studies may also lead to aIternate methods for evaluating subjective re~nse data where bone conduction masking is present, Bmious studies [1] have found that singers feel at ease in performing and are better able to hear each other when the presence of reverberation is strongly felt, with =rly reflections providing ody a minor, positive effeet in the preference judgment of simdatd sound fields. These studies, however, am to have simdated the relative energy of early reflections, compared with subsqent rm'erberation, at a fairly low level, which may account for the minor role of arly refl~ions in the subjective preference ratings by the singers [2, 3, and 4] .
E~T~G ACOUSTICS
The studies of acoustical preference are being conductti on an etisting stage (the Chancel) at a m~urn sized church (swting 600), near the University of Washington. This church is ofien used for musicti rwitds and is the home for one of the most well-respectd church choirs in the metropolitan area. Numerous acoustical deficiencies have been obsem7edfor singers at this church and for listeners in the church seating area.~impro~ed acoustid environment for singers is king eWlor@ which will support the artistic demands for Mance, blending, and coordination among soloists and between vd part ensembles. In a Westionnaire survey of over 50 singers from the choir, most reported that the acoustical environments in which they perform have a ve~strong itiuenm on the Wality of their singing and a sigtilcant effect on their ability to hear each other.
The raerberation m~sured at the choir arm, in the em~church, is in the 1,8 to 2.2 second range, at rnidfrqencies, When the choir is present, the rever~ration time drops dramaticrdly, by 20% or so, far more than can be e~lained by the relative incr~se in total _ field sound absorption in the church. To adj~the study environment to match the usual til<hoir rflehration, sound atirption will be added to reduce the relative Iael of reverberation in suqent preference testing.
PROPOSED MOD~ICATIONS
The acoustic environment of the performing stage (the chancel area of the church) will be retied by installing movwble acoustical panels designed to reflect sound back to the choir from the rear wall and side walls with shorter time delay than the etisting ceiling corners. See Figure 1 . The ceiling corner reflections are currentiy weakened both by distance and by scattering and absorption in the organ lofts flanking~ch side of the upper choir, The panels will be 120 by 240 cm (4 by 8 feet) and will& adjustable. The estimatd increase in wly refl~ed energy (arriving within 30 ms) will be approximately 4 to 5 dB with deployment of the reflecting panels. Figure 1 . Section across the choir end of the church
I

RESULTS OF m-S~GER'S P~FERENCE TESTS
A temporary sound system was used to simdate the addition of the overhead adjustable panels. The system had variable gain and variable time delay, with Iou&@ers located to the left side of the singers. A range of natural delays and sound pressure levels was introduti and the singers preference responses collected. Gain levels were also introduced which were higher than those which can be achieved with passive reflwtors, providing additiond data by emending the subjective preferen~range of the investigation.
With seven singers evaluated so far, all but one preferrd an increase in the strength of the side reflections, A slight preference was notid for a @ers elevatd at a 45 degree an@e rather than horizontily to the side. At a gain level qal to the e~cted level from reflection panels. preferences were not sigtilcantiy Merent from a zero gain condition, due to the presence of etisting reflections. A gain increase of the simdatd reflwtion of 5 dB established the consensus preference, When the absorption is added to reduce ambient reverberation, natural gain levels are e~ted to produce a similar consensus of preference, A temporary installation of refl~ng panels for the Ml perimeter of the choir is plannd as a follow-up with the full choir participating.
